In the course of animal morphogenesis, large-scale cell movements occur, which involve the rearrangement, mutual spreading, and compartmentalization of cell populations in specific configurations. Morphogenetic cell rearrangements such as cell sorting and mutual tissue spreading have been compared with the behaviors of immiscible liquids, which they closely resemble. Based on this similarity, it has been proposed that tissues behave as liquids and possess a characteristic surface tension, which arises as a collective, macroscopic property of groups of mobile, cohering cells. But how are tissue surface tensions generated? Different theories have been proposed to explain how mesoscopic cell properties such as cell-cell adhesion and contractility of cell interfaces may underlie tissue surface tensions. Although recent work suggests that both may be contributors, an explicit model for the dependence of tissue surface tension on these mesoscopic parameters has been missing. Here we show explicitly that the ratio of adhesion to cortical tension determines tissue surface tension. Our minimal model successfully explains the available experimental data and makes predictions, based on the feedback between mechanical energy and geometry, about the shapes of aggregate surface cells, which we verify experimentally. This model indicates that there is a crossover from adhesion dominated to cortical-tension dominated behavior as a function of the ratio between these two quantities.
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differential adhesion hypothesis | differential interfacial tension hypothesis | mathematical modeling | cell aggregate geometry | self-assembly I t is well established that many tissues behave like liquids on long timescales. Cell tracking in vivo and in vitro highlights (i) largescale flows, (ii) exchange of nearest neighbors in a cellular aggregate, and (iii) rounding-up and fusion of aggregates (1) . Macroscopic rheological properties such as surface tension can be measured using a tissue surface tensiometer (TST) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) or micropipette aspiration (9) , and surface tension can be used to explain tissue self-organization in embryogenesis (8, (10) (11) (12) or cancer (13, 14) . In particular, cell sorting and tissue spreading can be explained in terms of tissue surface tensions that differ among cell types (1, 3-5, 8, 15, 16) .
A full understanding of tissue surface tension as a driving force for biological processes is important, and knowledge of its cellular origins would allow us to intelligently design drugs and treatments to alter tissue organization. Two opposing theories about the mesoscopic origin of tissue surface tension have coexisted over the last 30 years. One, the differential adhesion hypothesis (DAH), postulates that in analogy to ordinary fluids, tissue surface tension is proportional to the intensity of the adhesive energy between the constituent cells, which are treated as point objects. The DAH has proven successful in a variety of studies with cell lines (2) (3) (4) (5) 15) , malignant (13, 14) and embryonic tissues (1, 5, 8, 16) and is widely accepted (12, 17) . A recent study by Foty and Steinberg (18) experimentally verified a linear relationship between adhesion molecule expression levels and tissue surface tension.
However, recent experiments using atomic force microscopy (AFM) (19) and TST (see data in this study) indicate a dependence of the surface tension on actin-myosin activity in the cell, interpreted as supporting an alternative theory in which cortical tension in individual cells is thought to be the determining factor. The differential interfacial tension hypothesis (DITH) developed by Harris (20) , Brodland (21) , and Graner (22) relates tissue surface tension to the tension along individual cell interfaces. The DITH theories are appealing because they recognize that individual cells are not point objects; a cell's mechanical energy changes with cell shape and the cortical tension clearly plays a role in this energy balance.
Recent work has emphasized that interfacial tensions arise from a balance of adhesion, cortical tension, and cortical elasticity (17, 19, 23, 24) . However, the exact nature of this interplay remains to be elucidated.
In this study, we develop, analytically solve, and experimentally verify a model that specifies an explicit relationship between surface tension and the ratio of adhesion to cortical tension. With this model, we can also explain why the DAH, despite its simplicity, is so successful. Furthermore, we predict regimes where the DAH breaks down and, unlike previous models, show that changes in tissue surface tension must be accompanied by changes in the shapes of surface cells as a function of the ratio between adhesion and cortical tension. In the discussion, we propose future experiments, involving laser ablation and long-time AFM measurement, which could be used to further test the various aspects of our model.
Results
Theoretical Description. We develop a minimal mechanical model based on two experimental systems, zebrafish embryonic tissues and a P-cadherin-transfected L-cell line (LP2). Fig. 1A is a confocal section of a zebrafish aggregate, showing that cells in the bulk are roughly polyhedral with sharp corners, an aspect ratio of unity and without obvious polarization. The rate of cell divisions in zebrafish aggregates is low (1) and cells within a single tissue type are approximately the same size (see Fig. 1A ). Our model therefore enforces a constant volume for individual cells, V ¼ 1, where we have normalized all volumes by the average volume for a single cell.
Because our goal is to understand the collective behavior of cell populations, we can focus on coarse-grained mechanical properties of individual cells such as cortical tension and adhesion. As in other cell models (23, 25, 26) , we associate an energy with cell-cell contacts, where the energy is proportional to the surface area of contact between cells: W ad ¼ ðΓ∕2ÞP C , where P C is the surface area (perimeter in 2D) in contact with other cells. In addition, the response of single cells to low-frequency pressures and forces can be characterized by a cortical tension (23, 26, 27) : W cort ¼ βP T where P T is the total surface area of a cell.
Of course, feedbacks between adhesion molecule and cytoskeletal dynamics are abundant, which suggests that the cortical tension along contacting interfaces (β C ) can be different from that along noncontacting interfaces (β NC ). Because the corticaltension energy and adhesive energy both scale linearly with surface area, we can accommodate these feedbacks in a simple way. The term β ¼ β NC is simply the cortical tension of a cell in the absence of any cell-cell contacts, which is the quantity measured in single-cell pipette aspiration experiments (27) . We introduce the effective adhesion γ which is the total energetic contribution of contacting surfaces. We define this as the difference between the free energy of the adhesive bonds per unit area (Γ) and local changes to the cortical tension near an interface 2ðβ C − β NC Þ. Then the coarse-grained mechanical energy for each cell in an aggregate is given by
where P NC ¼ P T − P C is the surface area of the noncontacting interface. Note that (β − γ∕2) is half the interfacial tension of cell-cell contacts, and β is the interfacial tension of cell-culture medium interfaces. We observe that cells in the interior of aggregates exhibit polyhedral shapes with sharp corners. As discussed in the SI Text, this observation means that when γ∕β < 2, cortical elasticity must be a small contribution to the energy (at least on the relevant long timescales over which surface tension is a meaningful quantity). Therefore Eq. 1 neglects elastic terms and is valid when γ∕β < 2; we discuss the case γ∕β > 2 in a later section. Previous methods for approximating tissue surface tension assumed that individual cells do not change their shapes; in this case, the surface tension is simply the difference between the interfacial tensions of cell-cell and cell-culture medium interfaces (21, 26) . However, confocal images of the equatorial plane of spherical zebrafish aggregates ( Fig. 1 B and C) suggest that surface cell shape depends on tissue surface tension, i.e., that there is an interplay between mechanical energy and geometry that must be taken into account. Therefore our strategy will be to find shapes and configurations of cells which locally minimize the mechanical energy and calculate the surface tension of those configurations.
When an aggregate of cells is compressed, the surface area of the aggregate increases, and cells formerly in the bulk are exposed to the surface. Therefore, in exact analogy with fluids, the response of the tissue to changes in surface area is the difference in energy, ΔW , between a cell in the bulk and a cell on the surface, multiplied by the number of cells per unit area (or length in 2D) at the surface. The number of cells per unit area is equal to unity divided by the projected area A proj (or projected length in 2D) of a single cell onto the surface of the aggregate:
In general, this quantity is difficult to calculate for large aggregates because the total energy depends on the exact geometry of each cell in force balance with other cells under the constant volume constraint. However, we have derived an exact solution to this problem for an ordered two-dimensional system.
Analytical and Numerical Results. Fig. 1 D and E are illustrations of ordered 2D cellular structures with boundaries. Cells in the bulk are hexagonal, all cells have the same fixed area, and individual interfaces must have constant curvature because they are fluid on long timescales and do not support shear stresses. With these constraints, it is possible to parameterize the surface cell shape with only two numbers: L side , which is the length of contact surface cells make with other surface cells, and n stretch , which is the number of bulk cells that a surface cell stretches across. Fig. 1D illustrates a force-balanced configuration with n stretch ¼ 1, and Fig. 1E is a configuration with n stretch ¼ 3.
The optimal shape can then be explicitly calculated as the values of L side and n stretch that minimize Eq. 1. Finally, Eq. 2 is used to calculate the surface tension. We find that n stretch ¼ 1 always minimizes the energy for γ∕β < 2, and the surface tension as a function of γ∕β is given by the dashed line in Fig. 2 A and B. There is a generalization of this calculation to ordered structures in three dimensions, which is detailed in the SI Text. The surface tension for 3D-ordered aggregates is given by the dashed line in Fig. 2C .
Active processes allow cells to exchange neighbors and explore many possible configurations, so that they are not confined to the global minimum energy configuration. Instead, the collection of cells explores a large number of local minima, and these configurations are disordered, much like the typical configurations of a fluid or a jammed granular material. We use numerical simulations to show that the surface tension for 2D-disordered aggregates is related in a remarkably simple way to that for ordered structures, and make a conjecture about 3D aggregates.
We used the Surface Evolver program developed by Brakke (28) to numerically find the local minimum energy 2D structures for various random initial conditions and values of γ∕β (see Methods). Because the surface tension is a change in energy divided by a projected length, we calculated both of these quantities for individual cells in each numerical simulation. We find that the projected length, which corresponds to the macroscopic perimeter of the entire aggregate, is the only quantity changed by the disorder in the limit of small γ∕β. The total area cannot change because the number of cells with fixed area is constant. Because the macroscopic shape of a 2D hexagonal ordered crystal has hexagonal symmetry, whereas the disordered structure is spherically symmetric, this suggests that the macroscopic perimeter should change as the ratio of the perimeter of a hexagon to a circle of the same area:
This amazingly simple ansatz is tested numerically in Fig. 2 A and B. The blue line is the analytical expression for σ disorder , whereas each of the magenta stars corresponds to the average surface tension of six numerically minimized aggregates with disordered initial conditions. There is excellent agreement at small values of γ∕β, and systematic deviations at large values of γ∕β that are easily understood. The geometry places a strict constraint on the macroscopic surface tension when γ ¼ 2β. As γ approaches 2β, the tension along cell-cell interfaces approaches zero and force balance requires that cell-culture medium interface is flat (see SI Text). Then the macroscopic surface tension is identically the cortical tension at γ ¼ 2β, and the disordered structures interpolate between the blue line and this value as γ∕β increases.
LP2 and Zebrafish Cell Shape Changes. We were able to test the prediction of surface cell shape changes experimentally in LP2 cells by applying actin-depolymerizing drugs [cytochalasin D (CD) and latrunculin A (LA)] to cell aggregates (See Methods), determining their surface tension by TST and imaging the aggregates with SEM. Fig. 3 shows three SEM images of cell aggregates from the LP2 cell line. The control aggregate (Fig. 3A) has a relatively high surface tension of 3.16 erg∕cm 2 . The cells on the surface of this aggregate are so flat that one cannot distinguish between them, and our model suggests that the ratio of adhesion to cortical tension is high for this aggregate. Fig. 3 B and C are aggregates treated with actin-depolymerizing drugs that reduce the cortical tension as well as cell-cell adhesion as the actin anchor of cadherin bonds is weakened. As expected, the macroscopic surface tension is significantly lower. It is important to note that the effect of actin-depolymerizing drugs on tissue surface tension is reversible (see SI Text), and that rounded surface cells are viable cells, as confirmed by viability staining and cell sorting experiments (SI Text).
Confocal images of zebrafish surface cells such as those in Fig. 1 B and C indicate that this shape change is more substantial than going from round to flat: Although our model suggests that structures with n stretch ¼ 1 are the minimum energy states, aggregates with high surface tension often have surface cells which stretch over multiple bulk cells as shown in Fig. 1B . These stretched surface cells, however, do not express epithelial markers (see SI Text) and express the same tissue-type-specific (1) and cells continue to diffuse in and out of the surface layer (see SI Text). We now extend our model to account for these stretched cells and investigate the phenomenon quantitatively in experiments.
Modeling Stretched Cell Shapes. When the adhesion is greater than the cortical tension, our mechanical model Eq. 1 predicts that cells will begin to spread out because the line tension is negative, dW ∕dP ¼ −γ∕2 þ β < 0, so cells will continue to increase their perimeter without limit. This perimeter growth cannot continue unabated because other mechanical forces will eventually cause the cells to stop expanding.
What additional restoring force is consistent with experimental observations? Adhesion molecule regulation generates a plausible restoring force; the amount of energy a single cell can gain by increasing its perimeter must be limited by the number of cadherins on the cell surface, which is itself regulated. Although we do not know the exact form of this regulation, we can expand its energetic contribution as a Taylor series in the difference between the actual adhesive energy and the adhesive energy of a cell with the preferred number of cadherins. Keeping up to second-order terms, this adds a term αP 2 C to Eq. 1, as discussed in the SI Text. Another possible restoring force is elasticity generated by a denser cortical network near cell-cell interfaces; this would also add a term proportional to P 2 C (22, 24). The remaining analysis does not depend on the mechanistic origin of these forces, but simply requires that the first higher-order term is of the form P 2 C :
The lowest energy states corresponding to this energy functional are complicated because the P 2 c term introduces a length scale that is not necessarily the same as the length scale introduced by the incompressibility constraint. For example, in two dimensions, the smallest perimeter structure is hexagonal, but the preferred perimeter introduced by the second-order term does not necessarily have to be a hexagon. However, in agreement with experimental observations, a simple assumption is that both length scales are the same and therefore α increases linearly from zero with γ∕β for γ∕β > 2. In this case, the surface cells stretch to make the same contact area as cells in the bulk, and we can calculate the "covering ratio" for ordered 2D packings. Each bulk cell contacts a surface cell over a length 6L and therefore a surface cell covers approximately three bulk cells (see SI Text). The calculation for 3D is similar and the projected area of surface cells is 3.7 times greater than that of bulk cells.
Zebrafish Tissue Surface Cells. We investigate the covering ratio for the stretched surface cells in disordered 3D zebrafish ectoderm aggregates. We hand-segmented confocal slices as shown in Fig. 4 A and B from n ¼ 15 aggregates to determine an estimate of the projected areas of each cell. The results are illustrated in Fig. 4C . The first observation is that stretched surface cells possess a preferred size that is reproducible from aggregate to aggregate, and there is a significant difference between surface cells and bulk cells. We find that the projected areas are 226 AE 100 μm 2 for the surface cells (n total ¼ 236) and 62 AE 9 μm 2 for the bulk cells (n total ¼ 380), i.e., the ratio between the projected areas is 3.7 AE 0.4, which is consistent with the theoretical prediction of 3.7. This stretching effect is not due to an increase in volume of surface cells, because using V cell ∼ A proj h (where h is the distance between the cell top and bottom), we find that bulk cells span on average 8-9 z slices and surface cells 3 slices, and A proj for surface cells is about 3 times larger than for bulk cells.
What are the theoretical predictions for the surface tension in this case? We use the specific value for α that makes the contact length for bulk and surface cells equal and calculate the surface tension of ordered 2D aggregates for a wide range of values of γ∕β and n stretch . The experimentally observed surface tension and surface cell shape will correspond to the minimum solution at each value of γ∕β. For γ∕β < 2, compact surface cell shapes are optimal (solid line in Fig. 4D ), whereas for γ∕β > 2 the surface cells stretch across three interior cells (dash-dotted line in Fig. 4D ). The surface tension exhibits a crossover at γ∕β ∼ 2 from adhesion-dominated behavior (DAH) to a dependence on the cortical tension and other mechanical effects.
Discussion
This work has two main implications. The first is that when γ∕β < 2, surface cells do not stretch out and the differential adhesion hypothesis is essentially correct: Surface cells make fewer adhesive contacts than interior cells and this effect is the primary contribution to the surface tension, just as in fluids. Even though cells change shapes, the surface tension given by the magenta stars in Fig. 2A varies almost linearly with the effective adhesion. Our framework clarifies that "adhesion" as specified in the DAH must correspond to the net energetic contribution of contacting surfaces, which depends on both the free energy of cadherin binding complexes as well as local changes to the cortical tension induced by those bonds. Furthermore, the balance between cortical tension and adhesion is critical for determining surface cell shapes.
The second implication is that the analogy to fluids breaks down when surface cells stretch to make more nearest neighbor contacts. In contrast to fluids, if surface cells stretch to have the same net contact perimeter as cells in the bulk, there is no adhesive contribution to the surface tension and the DAH must fail. This observation does not depend on a particular model. We have shown that, in high adhesion zebrafish aggregates, surface cells posses a well-defined, reproducible cross-sectional area that is significantly larger than that for bulk cells. Furthermore, this areal fraction is consistent with the assumption that surface cells are making the same surface area of contact in the bulk. Therefore we do not expect the surface tension of these aggregates to depend strongly on the adhesion.
The observation that stretched surface cells exist also leads us to consider cadherin diffusion. In our model, the adhesive energy density is constant along contacting interfaces, and therefore in stretched cells cadherin molecules must diffuse to the (much larger) contact interface to maintain the same density. However, in compact surface cells extra cadherins do not migrate to the contact interface. As discussed in the SI Text, this is a reasonable first approximation because there are no excess cadherins to bind with on the surface of the bulk cells, and therefore compact cells get no energy benefit from such a migration. However, heterogeneities in cadherin density could lead to unique minimum energy cell shapes and investigating these interactions is an avenue for future research.
Can these observed stretched surface cell states be explained by a minimal model? In a regime where adhesion is stronger than cortical tension, we show that stretched surface cells are the minimum energy structures as long as there is a restoring force that regulates the areas of cells in contact. Although there are at least two plausible mechanisms for such a restoring force, adhesion molecule regulation and elasticity of the cortical network, our experiments have not directly tested these assumptions. In addition, when calculating the surface tension shown in Fig. 4D and E, we chose a particular value for the magnitude of this restoring force (α) based on the assumption that the contact area preferred by the restoring force is the same as that for bulk cells with sharp corners. If this assumption is relaxed, the surface tension would still exhibit a crossover at γ∕β ¼ 2, but the exact nature of the crossover would change. Both the existence and the magnitude of the restoring force could be investigated in a future experiment using laser ablation to destroy individual cell-cell interfaces in low and high adhesion aggregates and analyzing the structural relaxation. Farhadifar et al. (23) have suggested that the anisotropy of the network response and the magnitude of the structural relaxation can be used to extract the relative magnitudes of cortical elasticity compared to interfacial tension.
For a model that includes only adhesion and cortical tension (Eq. 1), stretched surface cells are not the minimal energy structures as shown in Fig. 4 D and E. Despite this, as γ∕β approaches two, the energies of stretched states become closer to that for the unstretched states and active processes would allow surface cells to explore these "metastable" configurations. However, we would expect metastable stretched states to have a wide range of projected areas, weighted toward smaller area ratios because these have lower energy. The fact that zebrafish surface cells have a specific, reproducible area fraction significantly greater than unity suggests that these structures are not metastable, but instead have a preferred contact area with other cells as generated by the model described by Eq. 3.
In order to fully interpret the available experimental data in the context of this model, we would like to compare the magnitude of the adhesive tension to that of the cortical tension in individual cells. However, the net effect of adhesive contacts on interfacial tension (which we denote γ) depends both on the free energy of adhesive molecule bonds and also on changes to the cortical tension along the contacting interface. Therefore it is difficult to determine how changes to the expression levels or activity of cadherins, actin, or myosin affect γ. In a recent study, Foty and Steinberg showed that surface tension increases linearly with the numbers of surface cadherins (18) , in agreement with the DAH and our model if γ∕β increases linearly with the number of cadherins. However, because the interaction between actin and cadherin-mediated adhesion is a highly dynamic process that is regulated by α-catenin (29, 30) , it is possible to argue that increasing cadherin expression significantly increases cortical tension and γ∕β remains unknown. Similarly, when we down-regulate surface tension by cytoskeletal drugs, both cortical tension and adhesive energy are decreased because cadherin bonds are stabilized by the cortical network (31) (32) (33) . One attempt to dissect the connection of cortical tension and adhesion of individual cells was reported by Krieg et al. (19) using AFM measurements. Although in principle AFM is a promising technique for those measurements, thermal drift remains a technical challenge preventing long timescale measurements. The results presented in (19) are on timescales of seconds and therefore too short to be relevant for the interpretation of tissue surface tension, which becomes valid only for long timescales on the order of tens of minutes. At these short timescales, the actin network does not remodel (34, 35) and the AFM probes the cytoskeleton elasticity and not exclusively the cortical tension. In addition, cadherin bonds strengthen significantly over time after initiation, so the adhesion dynamics over long timescales are different from those on short timescales (16, 31, 32) .
We propose a set of experiments to evaluate the cortical-tension β and the effective adhesion γ. One possible approach for measuring the cortical tension is micropipette aspiration (27, 33) . Also, in the near future it may be possible to reduce AFM drift enough to perform single-cell AFM experiments on the relevant long timescales, allowing one to measure the repulsive force generated by the bare cortical tension. The determination of the effective adhesion γ is more difficult. A semiquantitative approach for studying the effect of γ∕β would be the use of cell lines that are engineered to express a controlled number of fluorescently labeled adhesion molecules, actin, myosin, and actin-associated proteins as done previously for Madin-Darby canine kidney cells by Yamada and Nelson (36) . One could then quantify tissue surface tension and surface cell geometries as a function of the ratio of the densities of these molecules and investigate the predicted crossover in surface cell shapes and energy contributions at γ∕β ¼ 2 in our model. Second, laser ablation experiments can be used to estimate the interfacial tension along cell-cell interfaces (23) . Additionally, it would be interesting to adapt the shape-energy functional given by Eq. 1 to a Monte Carlo or Cellular Potts model (26, 37) approach with activated dynamics and compare simulated cell sorting based on this interaction potential with the experimentally available data.
These approaches are an avenue of future research, and for the present our model suggests that surface cell shapes can be used to estimate the ratio between adhesion and cortical tension in an experimental aggregate.
Disordered cellular structures appear in many problems in physics and biology; the fact that one can calculate an analytic expression for their surface energy (Fig. 2 A and B) is surprising and useful. For example, Eq. 1 with γ ¼ β describes a dry foam and therefore our method can be used to calculate the surface energies of finite 2D foams as a function of cluster size. A simple extension of this work also predicts how cells in the bulk change shape from spheres (when there is no adhesion) to polyhedra with sharp corners when the adhesion is high (see SI Text).
We have developed a minimal model that relates tissue surface tension to the mechanical properties of individual cells, such as cortical tension, cell-cell adhesion, and incompressibility. Our model suggests how a crossover from the DAH to significant cortical-tension dependence might occur, which is an important consideration when designing drugs to alter mechanical behavior. Both the DAH and the DITH were developed to explain cell sorting experiments in vitro. Integrating both surface tension-based hypotheses into a single framework, our model predicts not only that cells sort out according to the surface tension of their aggregates but also that this surface tension exhibits a crossover from a regime where intercellular adhesion is the dominant contributor to one where cortical tension dominates.
Methods
Generation of Zebrafish and P-Cadherin Expressing L-Cells Aggregates. Zebrafish aggregates were generated as previously described in refs. 1 and 5. Mouse embryonic fibroblast L929 cells were cotransfected by electroporation with plasmids encoding P-cadherin and G418 resistance, as previously described (18) . Detailed procedures are described in the SI Text.
Fluorescent Microscopy. For structural studies and antibody staining, zebrafish cell aggregates were imaged on an Olympus spinning disc microscope at room temperature using 10 and 20× air or 40 and 60× oil objectives. Actin expression was assessed by phalloidin staining (1∶100; Invitrogen) and E-cadherin was identified by antibody staining (1∶750) (38) as described in ref. 39 .
In the SI Text, to show the motion of surface cells in and out of the bulk, zebrafish ectoderm aggregates, labeled with histone-conjugated Alexa488, were imaged on a two-photon microscope using a 40× water immersion objective. In situ hybridization was carried out as described in refs. 1 and 5, and imaged using a Leica MZ16FA microscope.
Scanning Electron Microscopy. Cell aggregates were fixed for 1 h with 2.5% electron microscopy grade glutaraldehyde in 0.15 M cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4, at room temperature. They were washed 3× for 10 min with the buffer and dehydrated in a closely graded 50-100% ethanol series stored at 20°for 5-min intervals. They were then transferred through two more changes of ice-cold 100% ethanol for 20 min, washed 2× for 10 min with amyl acetate, air dried at room temperature, sputter-coated with gold, and examined in the SEM.
Determination of Projected Surface Area. Projected surface areas of surface and bulk cells in cell aggregates were determined using a built-in ImageJ (version 1.4, National Institutes of Health image) routine. The obtained area pixel counts were imported into Matlab and analyzed as well as plotted. For bulk cells, five neighboring planes, 3 μm apart, were compared. We analyzed only cells that were clearly visible in the equatorial plane. The maximum area of each cell was then measured. For surface cells, the problem of not being in the maximum plane does not exist therefore we analyzed only three planes. We concentrated on the surface in the middle of the field of view where the curvature of the aggregate would not significantly distort the cell shapes. We analyzed 15 aggregates from three experimental days and generated a dataset of 236 surface and 380 bulk cells.
Tissue Surface Tensiometry. Tissue surface tensiometry was carried out as previously described (1-3, 5) . From the force and the shape of the aggregate before and under compression at force equilibrium, tissue surface tension was calculated as described in ref. 1 .
In Silico Generation and Analysis of 2D Cellular Structures. Standard methods (40, 41) were used to generate a 2D random, soft sphere packing with periodic boundary conditions and a box size L. A voronoi tessellation of the soft sphere packing was constructed using Matlab, restricted to particles with a center of mass within 0.4L of a randomly chosen point in the packing. This tessellation generates a finite, connected cellular structure composed of N cells which was then used as an input to the program "Surface Evolver," by Brakke (28) , which numerically minimizes the total perimeter of the entire cellular structure, under the constraint that the area of each cell should equal the average area. Each interior edge of the cell was initialized with a tension unity and each surface edge was initialized with a tension (β∕ð2β − γÞ). See SI Text for additional details.
